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Global Food Challenge (7-11) – Session 5 

Session 5: Is FOOD fair?                      Age range: 7-11 years 

Outline 

Learners will play a simulation game “Can you beat the system?”, to develop their understanding of the global food system and its winners and losers. They will develop their 

empathy with people whose livelihoods are affected by the global food system. 

Learning objectives 
• To be aware of some food injustice issues. 

• To understand that power and profit are distributed unequally within the supply 

chain. 

• To begin to appreciate the challenges of the global food system. 

• To participate in discussions and work collaboratively. 

Learning outcomes 
• Learners will describe food injustice issues in the supply chain. 

• Learners will play a simulation game to understand the challenges faced by small 

producers in the global food system. 

• Learners will develop their collaborative skills as they work as part of a team in a 

simulation game. 

Key questions 
• What is it like to be a small-scale farmer in the global food system? 

• What is fair about the global food system? 

• What is unfair about the global food system? 

Resources 
• Slideshow B (Sessions 4–6): Slides 7–8 

• Activity sheets:  

1. Crop template 

2. Group scenarios 

Curriculum links 

England 
Pupils should be taught to: 
KS2 English 
Spoken language 
• Participate in discussions, presentations, 

performances, role play, improvisations and debates. 

KS2 Geography 
Human and physical geography 
• Describe and understand key aspects of human 

geography, including: types of settlement and land 

use, economic activity including trade links, and the 

distribution of natural resources including energy, 

food, minerals and water. 

Wales 

KS2 English  

Oracy  

Learners should be given opportunities to:  

• Respond orally to continuous and non-continuous 

texts and a variety of stimuli and ideas, including 

written and dynamic texts, e.g. paintings, music, film, 

still and moving images.  

• Speak and listen individually, in pairs, in groups and 

as members of a class.  

Learners will be able to: 

• Contribute to group discussion showing agreement 

and disagreement giving reasons. 

• Express opinions clearly with supporting reasons. 

• Explore issues and themes through role play. 

 

Scotland 

Literacy 

• When listening and talking with others for different 

purposes, I can:  

- Share information, experiences and opinions. 

- Explain processes and ideas.  

- Identify issues raised and summarise main points or 

findings.  

- Clarify points by asking questions or by asking others to 

say more.  

LIT 2-09a/LIT 1-09a 

Health and wellbeing 

• While working and learning with others, I improve my 

range of skills, demonstrate tactics and achieve identified 

goals.  

HWB 2-23a 
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 PSE Framework 

Sustainable development and global citizenship  

• Develop a positive attitude on issues of poverty and 

fairness and to understand how the environment can 

be affected by the decisions we make individually and 

collectively; that local actions have global effects 

because of connections between places and people 

and how poverty and inequality can cause problems. 

KS2 Geography 

Range 

• Develop their geographical skills, knowledge and 

understanding through learning about places, 

environments and issues.  

• Living in my world: caring for places and environments 

and the importance of being a global citizen. 

Investigating  

• Observe and ask questions about a place, 

environment or a geographical issue, e.g. Why does it 

flood? How and why is our village changing?  

Communicating  

• Express their own opinions and be aware that people 

have different points of view about places, 

environments and geographical issues, e.g. about 

wind farms, fair trade.  

• Make decisions about geographical issues by 

distinguishing between fact and opinion and 

considering different arguments, e.g. a traffic problem.  

• Communicate findings in a variety of ways, e.g. using 

geographical terms, annotated photographs, maps, 

diagrams, or ICT.  

Social studies 

• Through exploring ethical trading, I can understand how 

people’s basic needs are the same around the world, 

discussing why some societies are more able to meet 

these needs than others.  

SOC 2-20a 
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Activity 5.1 (45 minutes+) 

Can you beat the system?  

• This simulation game introduces learners to the idea of a global food system, by putting them in 

the position of a small-scale farmer producing food which goes into this system. By doing so, it 

highlights to learners some of the inequalities of the system, and helps them to think about some 

of the challenges that small-scale farmers face within this system. 

• Resources 

o One copy of the Crop template per group (Activity sheet 1) 

o Copies of the Group scenarios (Activity sheet 2) 

o One example of a completed crop per group 

o One pencil per learner 

o Four sheets of blank A4 paper per group 

o Two pairs of scissors per group 

o Two colouring pencils per group 

• Display the Crop template (Activity sheet 1). Ask learners if they know what sort of food it is. 

Explain that it is called maize, a crop which is grown on many farms across the world.  

• Ask learners if any of them have eaten maize. Some will have, but many may not realise that 

they have. Point out that sweet corn is a type of maize. Ask learners if they have ever eaten 

tortillas. Explain that maize is also used for this. Ask learners if any of them eat beef. Explain 

that maize is also used as feed for cows, so by eating beef learners are indirectly eating maize. 

Challenge learners to think about whether they are therefore connected to the farmers who grow 

maize. If so, how?  

• Show slide 8 of Slideshow B and tell learners they are going to play a game to help them to 

consider what the global food system is like for small-scale famers that grow crops such as 

maize. Organise learners into groups of four and distribute the materials. Explain that learners 

are now farmers, living in a less economically developed country. They are making a living by 

growing food (maize) to eat and sell at a local market. 

• Explain that each group must use the materials provided to create as many completed “crops” 

as they can in 10 minutes. Alternatively, this time period could be extended using one or more of 

the suggestions provided below.  

• Tell learners that in order to complete a crop it must be drawn on and cut out of the blank paper 

to the same scale and size as the template. You may also wish to set a minimum “quality 

standard” for the crops produced, for example for the shape of the maize and the neatness of 

the colouring in. Learners can also cut out and colour in the crops in the template to add to their 

crop total. 

• Explain that the group who produces the most crops wins the game. However, learners may 

have to cope with a change in circumstances during the game which may affect their ability to 

produce maize. Encourage learners to use their resources carefully and to think about how their 

group will work together effectively. 
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• Once the groups have started to “produce” crops, stop the game after five to ten minutes and 

give each group one of the five possible scenario sheets provided in Group scenarios (Activity 

sheet 2). Give learners time to read the scenarios and follow the instructions provided, then 

restart the game for a further five to ten minutes before ending the game. 

• Alternatively, if more time is available, give each group one of the scenarios first, run the game 

for a further five to ten minutes, then provide an additional scenario and run the game again for 

an additional five to ten minutes. This step could be repeated to enable groups to experience a 

number of scenarios.  

• Declare a winning team at the end of the game. This should be the group (or one of the groups) 

who experienced Scenario 4 or 5! 

• To debrief, give learners some time as a whole class to talk about what it was like to be a small-

scale farmer taking part in this global food system. Possible discussion questions include: 

o What was it like being a small-scale farmer in the global food system? 

o What was challenging and why? 

o How did your group manage after the scenarios were introduced?  

o How did you work together to be successful? 

o How did these scenarios make you feel? 

o What was fair about the game, and what was unfair? 

• Explain that this game illustrates some of the challenges and inequalities that small-scale 

farmers face within the global food system. Draw out the different experiences and outcomes 

when the small-scale farmers were either supported (by the government in Scenario 4 or by an 

non-governmental organisation (NGO) in Scenario 5) or not supported (as in the other 

scenarios). Introduce the idea of fairness. Would the system be fairer if all small-scale farmers 

were supported? 

Differentiation 

• Make it easier: Give learners multiple copies of the Crop template (Activity sheet 1) to colour in 

and cut out crops rather than asking them to draw their own crops on blank paper. 

 

Further ideas  

• Show the film clip: A snapshot of the broken food system in India (2 min 39 sec): 

www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=1_8oEWx1gzs. What similar issues in the clip do 

learners recognise from the game? Extend the discussion by asking learners to think of five 

ways in which small-scale farmers could be supported and then share their ideas as a whole 

class. Note: This film clip is also used in Session 6. 

Terms of use 

Copyright © Oxfam GB 

You may use photographs and associated information in this resource for educational purposes at 

your educational institution. With each use, you must credit the photographer named for that image 

and Oxfam. You may not use images and associated information for commercial purposes or 

outside your educational institution. All information associated with these images relates to the date 

and time the project work took place. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=1_8oEWx1gzs
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Crop template         Activity sheet 1  
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Group Scenarios        Activity sheet 2a 

Scenario 1 - Climate change 
 
Background 
Global temperatures are rising owing to climate change. This means that 
some of your crops will die (yields will be lowered). In some countries in 
Africa, half of the crops could be lost. Most people believe that extreme 
weather like heat waves, droughts and floods will get worse and happen 
more often, and the growing season will become more unpredictable. This 
means that you won’t be able to grow as much food.   
 
Action 
Your farmland is flooded and your crops are destroyed. When the floods 
subside, it takes you months to repair the damage and start producing 
crops again. 
 
What you must do 
Any crops you have completed in the game so far will be destroyed. You 
must sit on your hands for 30 seconds when the game re-starts. 
 

Scenario 2- Your land is bought by a wealthy company 
 
Background 
Wealthy companies buy cheap farmland in poor countries. But sometimes 
the land they buy is actually being used by poor families to grow food. 
These families are often evicted (told to leave) with little or no warning, and 
they are not given very much money to make up for this. Sometimes the 
land is used to grow biofuel (these are plants that can be burned for 
energy) and sometimes the land is left so that the buyer can keep it to use 
later.  
 
Action 
Half of the land you farm has been bought by a large global food company 
and you are no longer allowed to farm it. 
 
What you must do 
Half of your remaining paper will be removed. 
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Group Scenarios        Activity sheet 2b 

 
Scenario 3 - Food price rises 
 
Background 
The price of food is rising across the world and this affects the poorest 
people the most. This means that many families must spend up to 75% of 
their money every week just on food. If food prices change suddenly 
families cannot cope. Farmers who grow food to sell also need to buy food, 
so this affects them too.  
 
Action  
As a farmer, you can no longer afford to buy essential food that you cannot 
grow yourself. You don’t have any savings so you must sell the things you 
need to farm, such as farming equipment, to have enough money to buy 
food. 
 
What you need to do 
Half of your scissors and pencils will be removed. 
 

 
Scenario 4 – Government Investment 
 
Background 
There are 500 million small-scale farms across the world supporting two 
billion people. 80 per cent of hungry people live in rural areas, and most of 
them work on small-scale food farms.1 Small-scale farmers have a big 
impact in the global food system. Governments can help small-scale 
farmers by providing money to help improve farming methods and so their 
yields (the amount grown) can go up.  
 
Action 
The government gives you a grant (money) to support your small farm. This 
means that you can buy some more machinery to help plant and harvest 
more crops.  
 
What you need to do 
You will receive an additional set of scissors, more pencils and paper. 
 

                                                 
1policy-practice.oxfam.org.uk/blog/2013/06/a-call-to-policy-makers-to-support-smallscale-agriculture  

 

https://policy-practice.oxfam.org.uk/blog/2013/06/a-call-to-policy-makers-to-support-smallscale-agriculture
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Group Scenarios        Activity sheet 2c 

 
Scenario 5 – NGO support 
 
Background 
Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) such as Oxfam support small-
scale farmers in long term development projects in rural areas. NGOs work 
with local communities to help set up co-operatives. This means that 
people in the community can share machinery and help each other to 
harvest their crops. They can also sell their crops together and share the 
profits. 
 
Action 
A local co-operative has been set up in your area. This means that you can 
borrow equipment from other farmers or share your equipment. 
 
What you need to do 
You will receive an additional set of scissors. You can share your 
equipment with another group (the group must also have Scenario 5, NGO 
support) or join together if you want to. 
 

 


